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Abstract
The massive growth in availability of real-world data from connected devices and
the overwhelming success of Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) in many Artificial
Intelligence (AI) tasks have enabled AI-based applications and services to be-
come commonplace across the spectrum of computing devices from edge/Internet-
of-Things (IoT) devices to datacenters and the cloud. However, DNNs incur
high computational cost (compute operations, memory footprint and bandwidth),
which far outstrip the capabilities of modern computing platforms. Therefore im-
proving the computational efficiency of DNNs wide-spread commercial deployment
and success.
In this thesis, we address the computational efficiency challenge in the context of
AI inference applications executing on edge/cloud systems, where conventionally
data is sensed at the edge and then transmitted wirelessly to the cloud for inference.
Edge devices are typically battery-driven, and are hence energy constrained. In
always-on applications (e.g., remote surveillance), transmitting the large amount
of data sensed to the cloud incurs significant energy penalty on the edge device.
Further, network availability may prohibit sustaining a high transmission rate
required to meet real-time constraints. Embedding intelligence completely on the
edge device itself to eliminate continuous data transmission is also not a viable
solution due to the high computational cost of DNNs.
A promising approach to address the aforementioned computational challenge is
through partitioned edge/cloud inference, wherein the inference application is split
between the edge and the cloud. A key intuition behind the idea is the observation
that, in many applications, although a large amount of data is sensed and pro-
cessed, only a small fraction of it is eventually important to the end-application.
The key is to embed limited intelligence (with low computational cost) on the edge
device, such that those uninteresting and potentially easy-to-classify instances can
ii
be filtered at the edge, while only the interesting ones are transmitted the to the
cloud for more sophisticated processing.
To this end, the thesis presents the concept and the design of Adaptive Effort
Classifiers, a new approach to designing AI inference classifiers in the context of
partitioned edge/cloud inference. Adaptive effort classifiers are designed with the
ability to modulate the degree of effort they expend based on the inherent diffi-
culty of the input. They comprise of a chain of classifier stages that progressively
grow in complexity and energy and based on a confidence threshold, each stage
either gets classified or passed on to the next stage. Easy (or uninteresting) inputs
are classified in the initial stages with very low effort, whereas the harder inputs
(which is of interest to the application) progress through the classifier chain and
are classified by the more complex final stages. In our system design, the ini-
tial classifier stages are executed on the edge device, whereas the final stages are
executed on the cloud and the class probability is used as a confidence thresh-
old to tune the aggressivity of classification in each stage. The thesis proposes
two strategies to design adaptive effort classifiers: (i) Classifiers with progressive
feature set, wherein each stage in the classification chain uses progressively more
number of features, and (ii) Classifiers with progressive data bit-width, wherein
the bit-width used for data representation is modulated across classifier stages to
scale complexity and accuracy.
We build adaptive effort versions of DNNs trained on 2 popular datasets viz.
MNIST dataset for handwritten digit recognition and CIFAR-10 dataset for object
recognition. We demonstrate up to 3.44×-11.29× improvement in ops with no loss
in accuracy.
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1.1 Motivation and Problem Statement
In the past decade, a confluence of trends from various domains including ma-
chine learning, computer systems, semiconductor technology and networking have
triggered a paradigmatic shift in the nature of workloads executed on computing
devices across the spectrum from battery-driven edge devices and mobile phones
to datacenters and the cloud. On the one hand, the proliferation of connected
devices and the consequent availability of massive amounts of real-world data has
presented an urgent need and a lucrative opportunity to design applications that
analyze, organize, and draw inferences from data. On the other hand, the advent
of Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) has enabled super-human levels of accuracy on
many Artificial Intelligence (AI) tasks involving different modalities viz. images,
video, text and natural language. As a result, AI-based applications and ser-
vices are gaining prominence and are beginning to be increasing executed across
different platforms.
Computational Cost of AI Workloads. A key aspect to the success of the
DNNs is their scale - the size, depth and complexity of the DNN model, the rich-
ness of dataset and the comprehensiveness (e.g. hyper-parameter search) of the
1
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training process. This directly translates to DNNs being computationally chal-
lenging workloads stressing the capabilities of modern computing platforms. Fig-
ure 1.1 shows the computational cost of DNNs in the context of both inference and
training. For example, in inference, state-of-the-art DNNs perform over 10 billion
operations to identify objects on a single 230×230 image. Training DNNs is an
even more challenging problem requiring exa-flops (1018 operations) of compute
and occupying hundreds of GB memory, which takes several days to even weeks to
execute. With new large-scale DNN models being actively explored, the compu-
tational requirements are projected to further grow in the future. Thus improving
the computational efficiency of DNNs is pivotal to their wide-spread commercial
deployment and success.
Training DNN ModelsDNN Inference/Evaluation
Figure 1.1: Computational cost of inference [1] and training [2]
Edge/Cloud Inference. In this thesis, our focus is to improve the computa-
tional efficiency of AI inference applications executing on edge/cloud systems. In
typical edge/cloud systems, as shown in Figure 1.2, the edge devices sense data
from the real-world and transmit them wirelessly to the cloud. Sophisticated AI
algorithms are executed on the cloud to process the data received. Edge devices
are typically battery-driven systems, and are hence energy constrained. There are
two key components that contribute to the energy consumption in edge devices:





Figure 1.2: Edge/Cloud System
Clearly, both these energy components should be reduced to enhance the battery
life of edge devices. We will use a surveillance application to exemplify the afore-
mentioned scenario. Consider a remote surveillance application, where a camera
installed in the place-of-interest is streaming data continuously to cloud. The
camera generates a lot of data. Even at VGA resolution (640×480), the cam-
era would generate ∼70 Mbps even at 10 frames/second. Transmitting this data
to the cloud over wifi would consume ∼600mW power. The image sensor adds
another ∼100 mW of power. Assuming a ∼2500 mAh battery and the edge de-
vice operating at 1V, we can estimate the battery in the edge device last, (2500
mAh∗0.8V)/(700mW) = <3 hours. Also, with network availability, maintaining
a high transmission rate of 70 Mbps may not be feasible to meet real-time con-
straints.
One possible solution to the above challenge is to process data at edge device itself.
However, executing state-of-the-art DNNs at the edge is also not feasible. For
example, a mobile GPU with a processing efficiency of 0.05 nJ/op would take ∼0.15
J/frame to execute a DNNs 10s of billions of operations. At 10 frames/second, this
translates to 1.5W processing power. Again, assuming the ∼2500 mAh battery, we
estimate it to last only (2500 mAh∗0.8V)/ (1.5W) = <1.5 hours. Thus, embedding
intelligence fully into the edge device is also not a viable solution.
1.2 Proposed Solution
Partitioned Edge/Cloud Inference. To address the computational challenges
in executing AI applications on edge/cloud systems, this thesis explores the con-
cept of partitioned edge/cloud inference, shown in Figure 1.3, wherein the inference
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application is partitioned between the edge and the cloud. A key intuition behind
the idea is the observation that most of the data sensed is not very useful to the
end application. For example, in a surveillance application, only a small fraction of
the data sensed would have interesting events, while the vast majority is uninter-
esting. We liken that uninteresting frames are typically easy-to-classify, whereas
interesting frames necessitate sophisticated DNNs for contextual understanding.
• Insight: Very small fraction of 
inputs are interesting
• Use simple ML at edge to identify 
inputs-of-interest
• Achieves best-of-both-worlds in 
terms of transmission and data 
processing energy 
All-Cloud Design
















Figure 1.3: System Design Choices for Edge/Cloud Inference
To this end, we develop a system design for partitioned edge/could inference using
Adaptive Effort Classifiers or classifiers designed with the ability to modulate
the degree of effort they expend based on the inherent difficulty of the input.
Adaptive effort classifiers comprise of a chain of classifier stages that progressively
grow in complexity and energy and based on a confidence threshold, each stage
either gets classified or passed on to the next stage. Easy (or uninteresting) inputs
are classified in the initial stages with very low effort, whereas the harder inputs
(which is of interest to the application) progress through the classifier chain and
are classified by the more complex final stages. In our system design, the initial
classifier stages are executed on the edge device, whereas the final stages are
executed on the cloud and the class probability is used as a confidence threshold
to tune the aggressivity of classification in each stage. Hence, a significant fraction
of uninteresting frames is classified at the edge device at very low cost and only a























Figure 1.4: Expected battery life in a partitioned edge/cloud system with
different fractions of interesting inputs
Continuing with the previous example, consider the case where the initial stages
that execute on the edge are 10× less complex than the final stages. Figure 1.4
shows the expected battery life of a partitioned edge/cloud system for different
fractions of interesting inputs compared to a all-edge or all-cloud design. If the
application has 95% of the frames can be classified at the edge, then the average
power = 700 mW * 5% + (1.5W/10) * 100% = ∼0.18W. Hence the battery would
potentially last for (2500 mAh*0.8V)/ (0.18W) >11 hrs. This is a >3.5× boost
in battery life over an all-cloud or all-edge system design. As the fraction of in-
teresting inputs increase, the inputs transmitted to the cloud also proportionately
increase, thereby leading to reduced battery life. In this example, when ∼75%
of the inputs are transmitted to the cloud, we hit a crossover point where the
all-cloud system becomes superior compared to partitioned edge/cloud design.
1.3 Major Contributions
In summary, the key contributions of this thesis are as follows:
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• We propose Adaptive Effort Classifiers as an approach for partitioned edge/-
cloud inference to reduce the energy consumption of battery-driven edge
devices.
• We propose and explore two strategies to design adaptive effort classifiers: (i)
classifiers with progressive feature set, wherein each stage in the classification
chain uses progressively more number of features, and (ii) classifiers with
progressive data bit-width, wherein the bit-width used for data representation
is modulated across classifier stages to scale complexity and accuracy.
• We evaluate adaptive effort classifiers on 2 different data sets viz. MNIST
for handwritten digit recognition and CIFAR-10 for object recognition and
demonstrate up to 3.44×-11.29× improvement in ops with no loss in accu-
racy.
1.4 Outline of the Thesis
The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 describes prior
research efforts related to the thesis and place our contributions in their context.
Chapter 3 describes partitioned edge/cloud inference and the design strategies
we explore for adaptive effort classifiers. Chapter 4 describes the experimental




In this chapter, we provide a brief summary of prior research efforts related to
adaptive effort classifiers, and highlight the distinguishing features of our work.
Prior research on improving the computational efficiency of DNNs follows 4 dis-
tinct directions. The first class of efforts focus on parallelizing DNNs on commer-
cial multi-cores and GPU platforms. Different work distribution strategies such
as model, data and hybrid parallelism [3, 4], and hardware transparent on-chip
memory allocation/management schemes such as virtualized DNNs [5] are repre-
sentative examples. The second class of efforts design specialized hardware acceler-
ators that realize the key computation kernels in DNNs. A range of architectures
targeting low-power mobile devices [6] to high-performance server clusters [7–9]
have been explored. The third set of efforts investigate new device technolo-
gies whose characteristics intrinsically match the compute primitives present in
DNNs. Memristor-based crossbar array architectures [10] and spintronic neuron
designs [11] are representative examples.
The final set of efforts improve efficiency by approximating computations in the
DNN. Adaptive effort classifiers loosely falls under this category, as we propose
to dynamically skip computations based on their criticality in the context of a
given input. Therefore, we describe the approaches that fall under this category
7
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in more detail. To this end, we classify these approaches into static vs. dynamic
optimizations.
2.1 Static Approximations of DNNs.
Most efforts that approximate computations in DNNs are static in nature i.e.,
they apply the same approximation uniformly across all inputs. Static techniques
primarily reduce the model size of DNNs by using mechanisms such as pruning
connections [12–14], reducing the precision of computations [15–17], and storing
weights in a compressed format [18, 19]. For example, in the context of fully
connected layers, HashNets [18] use a hash function to randomly group weights
into bins, which share a common parameter value, thereby reducing the number of
parameters needed to represent the network. Deep compression [19] attempts to
prune connections in the network by adding a regularization term during training,
and removing connections with weights below a certain threshold.
In the context of convolution layers, [20, 21] exploit the linear structure of the
network to find a suitable low rank approximation. On the other hand, [22] propose
sparse convolutional DNNs, wherein almost 90% of the parameters in the kernels
are zeroed out by adding a weight sparsity term to the objective function. In
contrast, [23] demonstrate that performing convolution in the Fourier domain can
yield substantial improvement in efficiency. Finally, [24] propose perforated CNNs,
in which only a subset of the neurons in a feature are evaluated. The neurons to
be evaluated for each feature are determined statically at training time.
Adaptive effort classifiers is a dynamic technique which achieves energy benefits
above and beyond static approximations.
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2.2 Dynamic Approximations of DNNs.
Dynamic optimizations adapt the computations that are approximated based on
the input currently being processed. Dynamic techniques are more powerful than
statically optimized DNNs, as they can capture additional input-dependent op-
portunities for efficiency that static methods overlook. Very little focus has been
devoted to developing dynamic DNN approximation techniques, and we are un-
aware of any demonstration on large-scale networks such as the ones that we
consider. One of the first efforts in this direction [25] utilizes stochastic neurons to
gate regions within the DNN. Along similar lines, [26] propose Standout, where the
dropout probability of each neuron is computed using a binary belief network. The
dropout mask is computed for the network in one shot, conditioned on the input
to the network. To realize dynamic approximations, Scalable-effort classifiers [27]
constructs a chain of classifiers of growing complexity and accuracy. Given an in-
put, commensurate with its difficulty, its classification can terminate at any point
in the classifier chain. Big/little DNN [28] employs two different DNN models and
chooses between them based on input. BranchyNet [29] and Conditional DLN [30]
dynamically terminate execution after a subset of layers have been processed by
using early decision layers added to different points in the DNN. Coarse-to-Fine
Networks [31] generalizes the approach of using early decision classifiers by formu-
lating an optimization problem with parameterized feature extractors, classifiers
and confidence thresholds. More recently, [32] proposes to progressively execute
DNNs with more features based on output score. Finally, SnaPEA [33] explores
saturation prediction specifically in the context of accelerators.
Adaptive effort classifiers differs in objective with the above efforts, where we
seek to optimize AI inference on edge/cloud systems by partitioning the classifier.
Further the strategies proposed to design adaptive effort design classifiers viz.
progressive feature set and progressive data bit-width are qualitatively different
from prior efforts.
Chapter 3
Adaptive Effort Classifier Design
Adaptive effort classifiers provide a systematic approach to design AI inference ap-
plications for partitioned edge/cloud inference. We now describe the key concepts
behind adaptive effort classifiers and the strategies we adopt in their design.
3.1 Concept










inputs à Low effort
Interesting inputs 
à High effort
Figure 3.1: Adaptive effort classifier chain
Figure 3.1 shows the structure of an adaptive effort classifier. It comprises of
a chain of classifiers with multiple stages, where the stages are constructed to
progressively grow in complexity and accuracy. The initial stages have low com-
putational complexity but provide the least accuracy. On the contrary, the final
stages are designed to yield the highest accuracy but are consequently quite com-
putationally expensive.
10
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Given an input for classification, it is fed into the classifier chain and is evaluated by
each stage in sequence. We start with the first stage that has the lowest complexity.
After the first stage evaluates the input, we check the degree of confidence in its
classification. If the degree of confidence is high (based on preset threshold), then
the input is deemed to be classified at the end of the first stage, and its prediction
is provided as the output. However, in the case when the confidence is low, the
input is carried over to the next stage and the process is repeated until we reach a
stage that can classify the input with enough confidence. If the input reaches the
final stage, then the classification produced by the final stage is provided as the
output.
Thus adaptive effort classifiers expend varying amounts of effort based on the com-
plexity of the input. Inputs that are easy-to-classify are classified by the initial
stages and therefore take low effort. On the other hand, hard inputs progress
through the entirety of classifier chain and hence require high effort. In the con-
text of partitioned edge/cloud inference, the initial stages are deployed to execute
on edge devices, so that easy (uninteresting) inputs can be filtered with high con-
fidence. Only the inputs with features-of-interest propagate through the initial
stages and are then transmitted to the cloud. These are the processed by the final
stages located on the cloud, which perform more sophisticated analysis.
Overall, the benefit of adaptive effort classifiers is strongly dependent on the rela-
tive complexity of the stages and the fraction of inputs in the application classified
at each stage. Adaptive effort classifiers rely on the intuition that most inputs can
be classified with low effort in the initial stages. The larger the fraction of in-
puts that reach the final stages, the benefits would be proportionately smaller.
In fact, the adaptive effort classifier chain imposes an overhead on the harder in-
puts. This is because, had the inputs been directly fed to the final stage without
passing through the classifier chain, then it could have been classified without the
additional effort expended by the initial stages of the classifier.
Thus adaptive effort classifier chain needs to be carefully designed to filter enough
number of inputs in the initial stages, considering the input characteristics of the
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end-application. They are best suited for common edge/cloud inference applica-
tions such as remote surveillance, where interesting events happen quite sporadi-
cally and in the common case, most inputs can be filtered at the edge.
3.2 Design Approaches
The key to the efficiency of adaptive effort classifiers are the strategies employed
in the design of its stages. To this end, the thesis proposes two strategies described
below:
• Classifiers with progressive feature set. The first approach is to design
classifier stages that use progressively increasing feature sets. Initial stages
use fewer (but important) features for classification, whereas the final stages
use the full feature set. For example, the initial stages operate on a sampled
or cropped image. PCA based analysis can also be used at training time to
determine an important subset of features.
• Classifiers with progressive data bit-width. Recently, reduced bit-
width implementations of DNNs have gained a lot of attention. For example,
NVIDIA’s Volta GPUs can compute with 32 bits, 16 bits or 8 bits. Clearly,
reducing the data bit-width improves energy consumption as the compute
engines can be smaller. However, quantizing data elements to lower bit-
width can lead to mis-classifications especially on the hard inputs. Thus we
employ low bit width (and energy efficient) implementation for the initial
classifier stages executed on the edge device, and progressive increase data
bit-width in the final stages.
The following sections describe the design strategies in more detail.
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3.3 Classifiers with progressive feature set
In progressive feature set classifiers, the initial stages of the classifier chain are
constructed by using a subset of the features in the input, while the final classifier
uses the complete feature set. The intuition behind progressive feature set clas-
sifiers is that a small (coarse-grained) set of features is sufficient to discriminate
between classes at a high-level without the need for finer features. Specifically,
within progressive feature set classifiers, we explore 4 different ways to pick the
feature subset viz.
• Uniform sampling
• Uniform sampling with average
• Principal component analysis based selection
• Activity based selection
The different methods for determining the feature subsets are outlined in the
following subsections.
3.3.1 Uniform Sampling
Sampling based techniques for feature selection rely on spatial correlation between
features that are located in adjacent positions. Thereby, most of the information is
captured even if only a subset of features are selected at an uniform stride. These
are typically well suited for image based applications where adjacent pixels in an
image vary quite gradually. Figure 3.2 illustrates feature selection with uniform
sampling with a stride of 2 in 2 dimensions of the input tensor. This reduces the
number of features by 4×. In our experiments, we also try uniform sampling with
stride=4 which down samples inputs by a factor of 16×.
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Sampling
Figure 3.2: Sampling based progressive feature set classifier
3.3.2 Uniform Sampling with Average
Uniform sampling with average is a modification over uniform sampling, wherein
we compute the average of the features in the sampling region as opposed to just
picking them with a uniform stride. Feature selection using uniform sampling with
average for a stride of 2 is shown in Figure 3.3. For a given stride factor, the reduc-
tion in feature size is the same as uniform sampling. Averaging potentially gives
a better representation of the information contained within the sampling region,
which consequently makes the initial stages more noise resilient and potentially
filter a higher fraction of inputs resulting in better efficiency. However, computing
feature average incurs pre-processing cost, which needs to be evaluated against
the additional benefits it provides.
3.3.3 Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is a popular statistical procedure that uses
an orthogonal transformation to convert a set of observations of possibly corre-
lated variables (entities each of which takes on various numerical values) into a
set of values of linearly uncorrelated variables called principal components. Thus,
as shown in Figure 3.4, PCA can be directly used to find the key features in the
training dataset and used it training the initial stages of the adaptive classifier




Figure 3.3: Progressive feature set classifier design using sampling with
average
chain. Unlike sampling based methods the advantage of PCA is that it does not
rely on spatial correlation and hence can be applied to problems from various do-
mains. However, it incurs higher pre-processing cost due to compute the principle
components compared to sampling-based methods which are fairly simple.
PCA
PCA
Figure 3.4: Progressive feature set classifier design using principle
component analysis
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3.3.4 Activity Based Selection
The final technique, activity based sampling exploits the fact that information is
not contained in the same set of features for all inputs. Intuitively, for an image-
based application, the object-of-interest could be present at any part of the given
image. In essence, the feature that contains the critical information to process an
input shifts across inputs. Therefore, as shown Figure 3.5, we first perform simple
pre-processing to identify a Region of Interest (ROI) on the input and crop the
portion of input around it and use it as the feature subset in the initial stage of
the adaptive effort classifier.
Activity based Sampling 
Crop
ROI
Figure 3.5: Progressive feature set classifier design using activity-based
sampling
In our experiments, for image-based applications, we employ the following simple
pre-processing steps to identify RoI:
• Form the intensity images from the original image.
• Run Sobel edge detection to find the edge pixels.
• Find the region with highest concentration of edges.
• Crop the image around that region.
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3.4 Classifiers with Progressive Data Bit-Width
The second approach to design adaptive effort classifiers is modulating the fidelity
of the data representation used in each stage. In general, AI inference applications
use signed fixed-point (FxP) representation to represent activations (features) and
model (weight) tensors. The key idea in progressive data bit-width classifiers is to
manipulate the bit width used to represent data in the different classifier stages
so as to scale complexity and accuracy. The main advantages of using a smaller
bit-width is that, we can use smaller ALU’s which in turn leads to power and
performance benefits. It further leads to smaller memory footprint and overall
data transfer efficiency.
3.4.1 Fixed Point Quantization
Fixed-point representation uses 3 fields viz. Sign Bit (SB), Integer Bits (IB) and
Fraction Bits (FB), shown in Figure 3.6, to represent a number. The fields together
constitute the word length (WL) or bit-width of the representation as shown in
Equation 3.1.
WL = Sign + IB + FB (3.1)
Sign Bit (SB)
Integer Bits (IB) Fraction Bits (FB)
Figure 3.6: Fixed point representation
The number of integer bits (IB) control the range of the representation between
[2IB, 2IB). In contrast, the fraction bits (FB) sets the resolution at 2−FB. Thus,
in FxP, the same word length or number of bits can be used to represent different
numerical values (and ranges of distribution) based on the choice of IB and FB.
Figure 3.7 shows how a given distribution of numbers in a tensor is quantized to
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FxP representation. Naturally, for a fixed word length, increasing range (IB) scar-
ifies the resolution of data representation (FB) and vice versa. The key challenge
in FxP quantization of classifier models lies in determining the IB and FB for each
data-structure (features and weights) of each layer, as it can profoundly impact
accuracy. Typically, the dynamic range of weights are different for each layer.
Figure 3.7: Quantizing distribution using fixed-point representation
In progressive data bit-width classifiers, the word length used to represent the
weight data-structure is varied across the classifier stages. To this end, the model
is first trained in 32 bit precision, but based on classifier stage in which the model
is being used, the same model is quantized to different levels of precision. For a
given word length, we compute the number of IB and FB bits using the following
formula.
IB = ceil(log2(max(weights))) (3.2)
FB = WLtgt – IB – 1 (3.3)
Based on the IB and FB we quantize the weights of each layer of the model and
test inputs using the new quantized model.
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In summary, adaptive effort classifiers provide a systematic approach to design
AI inference applications for partitioned edge/cloud systems. The key concept is
to design a classifier chain with progressively increasing complexity and accuracy
and map the low complexity stages to edge in order to effectively filter easy and
uninteresting inputs at the edge. We proposed 2 strategies to develop adaptive
effort classifiers for a given dataset. The first strategy, classifiers with progressive
feature set, uses varying numbers of features, selected through different sampling
and statistical methods, in each classifier stage. The second strategy, classifiers
with progressive data bit-width modulates the word length used for representing
data in each classifier stage. These strategies can together boost the computational
efficiency of AI inference on edge/cloud systems.
3.5 Training Adaptive Effort Classifiers
Given a training dataset and a target accuracy loss tolerable, we describe a sys-
tematic procedure to train adaptive effort classifiers. Figure 3.8 shows the steps















































Figure 3.8: Training Adaptive Effort Classifiers
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First, the final stage of the adaptive effort classifier is trained using the training
dataset (Step 1). This is similar to training a fixed effort classifier. Next, we train
the first stage in an iterative manner (Steps 2-8). There are two key factors that
needs to considered in training the first stage: (i) the fraction of inputs that are
filtered by the stage, and (ii) the computational complexity of the stage relative
to the final stage. Note that the factors are inversely related to each other i.e.,
making the first stage sophisticated enables filtering a large fraction of inputs, but
adds significant complexity and vice versa.
To this end, in the first iteration, we start with the classifier model of the least
complexity for the first stage, and train the classifier (Step 2). We also set the
confidence level of the first-stage to be high i.e., it filters the most number of
inputs (Step 3). Next, using an evaluation dataset, we compute the accuracy of the
adaptive effort chain (Step 4). If the accuracy is not acceptable (Step 5), then we
tune the confidence threshold until the accuracy is met (Step 6). Note in the most
trivial case, all inputs are passed to the final stage. After the confidence threshold
is tuned, we then compute the energy/ops benefits yielded by the adaptive effort
chain, which can be gauged by the fraction of inputs that were filtered by the first
stage (Step 8). If the benefits are satisfactory, then we terminate producing the
trained first stage and the final stage as the outputs of the training process. Else,
we increase the complexity of the first stage (Step 8), and repeat Steps 2-7. Thus
the adaptive effort classifier is trained.
Chapter 4
Experimental Methodology
In this chapter, we describe the methodology and benchmarks used in our exper-
iments to evaluate adaptive effort classifiers.
4.1 Implementation
In this thesis, we developed a software framework to train adaptive effort classifiers
for any given dataset. We also developed an edge/cloud AI inference framework
using adaptive effort classifiers, wherein a preset of number of initial stages exe-
cute on the edge, while the remaining executes on the cloud. Both the training
and inference frameworks were implemented in Python with the use Keras APIs.
Tensorflow is used as the backend to train and evaluate deep learning models.
4.2 Efficiency and Energy Estimation
We measure the computation efficiency achieved using adaptive effort classifiers
through the use of the following two metrics.
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4.2.1 Operation Savings Ratio
The first metric, operation savings ratio, measures the reduction in the amount of
scalar operations when inference is performed using an adaptive effort classifier vs.
a fixed effort baseline classifier. The number of operations performed by a 2-stage
adaptive effort classifier is given in Equation 4.1.
OPSae−clf = OPSfirstStage + (1 − f) ∗OPSfinalStage (4.1)
where f is the fraction of inputs filtered by the first stage. It combines the ops
performed in the first stage by all inputs and ops performed by the second stage
by the fraction of inputs the reach it.
The operation savings ratio is given by the fraction of operations performed by the
fixed effort classifier to those performed by the adaptive effort classifier as shown
in Equation 4.2.
OPSSavings = OPSfixed−clf / OPSae−clf (4.2)
From these equations, we find that the relative ops in the first stage compared to
the final stage and the fraction of inputs filtered by the first stage are critical to
the operation savings achieved using adaptive effort classifiers.
4.2.2 Energy Benefit on Edge Device
The second metric, energy benefit measures the amount of energy saved when the
adaptive effort classifier is deployed in an edge/cloud system. The first stage of the
adaptive effort classifier is deployed at the edge and the final stage(s) is(are) de-
ployed in the cloud. Figure 4.1 shows the different components in the edge device.
It comprises of a sensor that collects data from the external world and feeds it to
an input pipeline. An AI processor present in the edge device evaluates each input
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and generates a send/drop signal to a filter. Inputs that are deemed important
to the end application are transmitted to the cloud, whereas the remaining inputs






Figure 4.1: Edge device system-level components
We model the energy consumed by the edge device as the sum of the following 3
components: (i) sensing energy, the energy consumed by the sensor. A typical im-
age sensor at VGA resolution consumes about ∼100 mW power, (ii) transmission
energy, the energy consumed to transmit the input to the cloud. It typically takes
about 10 nJ/bit to transmit data over WiFi, which could be even higher over LTE
data networks, and (iii) AI processor energy, which is the energy consumed by the
first stage of the adaptive effort classifier. We consider the AI processor to have
computational efficiency similar to that of a mobile GPU consuming 0.05 nJ/op.
4.3 Benchmarks
To evaluate the benefits of adaptive effort classifiers, we build adaptive effort
versions of DNNs trained on 2 popular data sets viz. MNIST and CIFAR-10. The
following subsections outline the benchmarks used in our experiments.
4.3.1 MNIST Handwritten Recognition
The first data set used in our experiments is MNIST which consists of 28*28 grey-
scale images with 10 classes starting from 0 through 9. There are 60,000 images
in the training set and 10,000 images in the test set.
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Figure 4.2: MNIST Dataset
The fixed effort Deep Neural Network (DNN) was constructed with 1 convolution
layer and 1 Dense layer. The baseline accuracy achieved by the fixed effort DNN
is 98.11%.
4.3.2 CIFAR-10 Object Detection
The CIFAR-10 data set comprises of 32*32 color images with 10 classes. This data
set has around 50,000 training images and 10,000 test images. The images are
from 10 classes namely, airplane, automobile, bird, cat, deer, dog, frog, horse, ship
and truck. The classes are completely mutually exclusive, i.e. there is no overlap
between the classes. For example, between the automobile and truck classes, the
automobile class includes the images of sedans, SUVs, things of that sort, whereas
the truck class contains images of only big trucks.
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Figure 4.3: CIFAR Dataset
The fixed effort classifier was constructed as a DNN with 3 convolution layers, 3
Maxpool layers and 2 Dense layers. The baseline accuracy achieved is 69.7%.
Chapter 5
Results
In this chapter, we present the results of various experiments that demonstrate
the benefits of adaptive effort classifiers.
5.1 Operation Savings
First, we describe the saving in the number of scalar operations achieved using
adaptive effort classifiers at iso-accuracy. Figure 5.1 shows the benefits achieved
in the context of the MNIST dataset. The categories (x-axis) in Figure 5.1 refer
to the different strategies used in the adaptive effort classifier design viz. sampling
with a uniform stride of 4 and 2, sampling with average with a uniform stride of
4 and 2, principal component analysis and quantization with 4 bits and 5 bits.
Figure 5.1 also shows the two key determinants of ops savings under each scenario:
(i) The % filtered refers to the percentage of inputs filtered in the initial stage of
the classifier, and (ii) the small/big Clf. OPS, which shows the relative size of the
initial stage compared to the final stage in the adaptive effort classifier chain.
For MNIST, PCA with 50 components and sampling with an average of stride of
2 gives the best OPS savings up to 11×. It is able to classify ¿90-95% of inputs
using the first stage whose complexity is only 3-5% of the final stage. Quantization
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Figure 5.1: Operation savings on the MNIST dataset
using 4 or 5 bits also filters a lot of inputs in the first stage, but the complexity of
the first stage is high, which diminishes overall benefits.
Figure 5.2: Operation savings on the MNIST dataset
Figure 5.2 shows the ops savings achieved for the various configurations using the
CIFAR dataset. In many cases where we achieve a reasonable fraction (>50%) of
filtered inputs, the initial classifier stage consumes >15% of the ops compared to
the final stage, while limits the maximum benefits that can be achieved. Overall,
quantization using 7-bits gives the best result with 3.44× OPS savings ratio as it
is able to filter 92% of inputs in the first stage. Activity based sub-sampling by
selecting Region of Interest (ROI) also yields in 2.5× OPS savings which seems to
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be the second best for this particular dataset. Sampling based techniques do not
yield as high a benefit, as the filter a relatively small fraction of the inputs.
5.2 Energy Benefits
Next, we compare the energy benefits achieved on the edge device when the adap-
tive effort classifier is deployed on an edge/cloud system. Note that the adaptive
effort classifier chain is design to achieve iso-accuracy compared to the baseline
classifier. In the baseline system, with no AI processing on the edge, about ∼ 95%
of the total energy is expended on transmission. This provides a large scope for




















Figure 5.3: Energy benefits for MNIST dataset
Figure 5.3 shows the benefits in total energy and transmission energy for the
various configurations in the case of the MNIST dataset. Configurations that filter
the most fraction of inputs at the first stage, proportionately reduce transmission
energy the most. Consequently they yield the most total energy benefits. All
configurations yield significant benefits, while PCA achieves the most benefits of
>10×. Adding AI processing to the edge results in very little overhead. On an
average, the AI processor contributed only 0.6% of the total energy.
Figure 4.3 the energy benefits achieved in the context of the CIFAR dataset. The


















Figure 5.4: Energy benefits for CIFAR dataset
inputs, gave the most benefit for CIFAR compared to the progressive feature set
classifiers. For instance, with 7-bit quantization, almost 92.8% of the inputs were
filtered at the edge and only 7.2% of the them were transmitted to the cloud.
This resulted in a significant improvement in the transmission energy of 13.9×
(∼1/0.07). On the other hand, the progressive feature set classifiers filtered only
around 20-50% of the inputs, and hence the maximum reduction was limited to
<2×. The reduction in total energy is further influenced by the sensing and AI
processing energy components. Overall, the total energy savings range between
1.1×-5.6×. The AI processing energy is slightly higher at 3% on average, as the
first stage classifier was more complex in CIFAR compared to MNIST.
5.3 Ops vs. Accuracy Trade-off
Figure 5.5: Accuracy-Energy Trade-off
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The results shown in the previous sections are designed to provide the same accu-
racy as the baseline classifier. However, if we can tolerate slightly lower accuracy
levels, the confidence threshold used in adaptive effort classifiers can be tweaked
to more aggressively classify inputs in the first stage. Consequently, we get pro-
gressively more energy benefits as we reduce the confidence threshold further. In
this section, we construct an ops savings vs. accuracy trade-off plots starting from
iso-accuracy and go down till 5% of the original accuracy.
Figure 5.5 shows the ops savings vs. accuracy loss plot for the various config-
urations of progressive feature set classifiers for both MNIST and CIFAR data
sets. We find that sampling with average scales well in both the cases. With 5%
accuracy loss, OPS saving is >60× for MNIST and ∼6× for CIFAR.




With the availability of massive amounts of real-world data from connected de-
vices and the advent of Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) that achieve super-human
levels of accuracy on many AI tasks, AI-based applications and services have
become prevalent across the computing spectrum. However, DNNs impose signif-
icant computational challenges and improving their compute efficiency is critical
to commercial adoption and success. This thesis focuses on addressing the com-
putational bottlenecks in the context of AI inference applications executing on
edge/cloud systems. Specifically, the thesis explores the concept of partitioned
edge/cloud inference, wherein the inference application is split between the edge
and cloud. The key tenet is to embed limited but computationally inexpensive
intelligence on the edge device, so that a significant fraction of the inputs can
be filtered and only a small fraction is transmitted to the cloud for sophisticated
processing thereby saving energy. The thesis develops Adaptive Effort Classifiers
as an approach to design partitioned edge/cloud inference systems. In adaptive
effort classifiers, the classifier is designed with multiple stages with growing com-
plexity and accuracy that are split between the edge and the cloud. Each stage
is equipped to either classify an input or pass it on to the next stage for further
analysis. Thus based on the complexity of the input, different levels of effort is
expended on it, thereby saving energy. As a proof-of-concept, we designed adap-
tive effort versions for DNNs trained on 2 data sets viz. MNIST handwritten
31
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digit recognition and CIFAR-10 object recognition and demonstrated significant
improvements in compute efficiency.
In the future, we will explore other use cases for adaptive effort classifiers. One
idea in this direction is system and situation driven classifier selection, wherein
the effort expended by the classifier is modulated by assessing the current system
state such as the remaining battery life.
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